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1.0 Executive Summary
Over a two-year period from 1999 to 2001, the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC
Transit) conducted a Major Investment Study (MIS) to examine the feasibility of providing a
new or improved transit service in the Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor.

This report is the second of three MIS Final Report volumes.  It presents the development of
the alternatives for this study.  The first volume, Study Background, provides background
information on the corridor, the history of the MIS, and an overview of the study process.
The third volume, Evaluation of Alternatives, covers the detailed evaluation of the selected
alternatives and presents the locally preferred alternative for the corridor.  In addition, there is
a Summary Report that summarizes the key information from all three volumes.

The Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor stretches approximately 18 miles from
downtown Berkeley and the University of California at Berkeley at the northern end through
much of Oakland including downtown Oakland to San Leandro at the southern end (see
Figure 1.1).  Buses in this corridor currently carry 40,000 riders a day1 – nearly 20 percent of
AC Transit's total ridership and roughly the number of passengers carried by many light rail
systems in California.

                                               
1 Routes 40, 40L, 43, 51, 51A and 51M between downtown Berkeley and downtown Oakland plus

routes 82 and 82L between downtown Oakland and Bay Fair BART.  Figures based on AC Transit
September 1998 driver counts and fall 1997 - winter 1998 boarding and alighting surveys.
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Figure 1.1  Corridor Study Area

AC Transit and its partner cities of Berkeley, Oakland and San Leandro developed twelve
transportation alternatives to carry forward for detailed evaluation.  These alternatives were
designed to cost-effectively meet the service objectives approved for this project (see Table
1.1).  This included analyzing where travelers go to and come from in this corridor,
understanding what these travelers need and want in their travel experience, and identifying
the alignments and vehicle/operations technologies that would best serve these travelers.

The twelve alternatives result from combining two northern alignment options, two downtown
Oakland alignment options and three vehicle/operations technology options (see Table 1.2).2

                                               
2 During the development of alternatives portion of the study, two alignment options were identified

for further evaluation in the downtown Oakland portion of the corridor:  Jack London Service and
North-South Through Service.  Early in the evaluation of alternatives portion of the study, AC Transit
and its partner cities determined that the operational details for getting through downtown Oakland,
such as which exact streets to use and how the transfers should work, should be dealt with in a
future Phase II study.  As a result of this determination, the downtown Oakland alignment options
were dropped from detailed evaluation, reducing the number of alternatives evaluated in detail to
six.
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These twelve alternatives were recommended by the Policy Steering Committee for the
project on 20 September 2000 and approved by the AC Transit Board of Directors on 19
October 2000.

A thorough ridership, engineering, environmental, and financial analysis was conducted to
further refine these alternatives and to identify the best among them.  The results of this
detailed evaluation are presented in Volume 3 of the Final Report for this study, Evaluation of
Alternatives.

Table 1.1  Service Objectives

1. Improve access to major employment and educational centers and enhance
connections to other AC Transit services, BART, ferry services and other transit
providers;

2. Improve transit service reliability;

3. Provide frequent transit service;

4. Ensure security, cleanliness and comfort waiting for and riding on transit;

5. Support transit-oriented residential and commercial development;

6. Increase the percentage of trips made by transit, and reduce the percentage by
automobile;

7. Identify a set of transit improvements that has a high probability of being funded;

8. Improve ease of entry and exit on vehicles for all transit riders, including persons
with disabilities; and

9. Provide an environmentally friendly transit service that contributes to air quality
improvement.
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Table 1.2  Transportation Alternatives

Northern
Alignment

1 Telegraph

2 Telegraph

3

4 College/Broadway

5

6

Southern Alignment

International/E 14th

Telegraph

College/Broadway

College/Broadway

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

Downtown Oakland
Alignment

Jack London Service

7 Telegraph

8 Telegraph

9

10 College/Broadway

11

12

International/E 14th

Telegraph

College/Broadway

College/Broadway

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Vehicle and Operations
Technology

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

The two alignment options chosen for further evaluation in the northern portion of the corridor
were Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway (see Figure 1.2).  College Avenue/
Broadway would provide the best service to major employment and educational centers.
However, providing fast, reliable transit service on this alignment would likely create serious
environmental impacts.  Telegraph Avenue also meets the service objectives, but with fewer
environmental and neighborhood impacts than College Avenue/Broadway.  An alignment on
Shattuck Avenue does a relatively poor job of meeting the service objectives since it closely
parallels existing Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) service, and thus connects places that are
already well-served by transit rather than providing new transit connections.

In downtown Oakland, Jack London Service would provide better service to the Jack London
District and the Oakland Amtrak/Capitol Corridor train station (see Figure 1.3).  By
comparison, North-South Through Service would provide better service to those travelers
going between the southern and northern portions of the corridor (see Figure 1.4).  Both
options were carried forward for detailed evaluation.

In the southern portion of the corridor, International Boulevard/East 14th Street performs best
in meeting the service objectives (see Figure 1.5).  Compared to alignments along Foothill
Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue and San Leandro Boulevard, it would provide the best
combination of access to major employment and educational centers, connections with other
transit and support for transit-oriented development.  The fairly dense retail and commercial
development along the International Boulevard/East 14th Street alignment makes it more
supportive of transit service than the residential development along Foothill Boulevard/
Bancroft Avenue or the light industrial development along San Leandro Boulevard.  Finally,
both the cities of Oakland and San Leandro consider International Boulevard/East 14th Street
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the best option for the southern portion of the corridor.  Both cities are focusing their planning
and economic development efforts on this alignment.

There are no major employment centers or educational institutions in the area between Bay
Fair Mall and Hayward.  Consequently, extension of a major corridor service beyond Bay Fair
Mall/BART into the unincorporated areas of Alameda County does not appear warranted at
this time unless it is extended to Hayward or beyond to serve the large travel markets in that
city.

Figure 1.2  Northern Corridor Alignment Options
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Figure 1.3  Downtown Oakland Option 1 – Jack London Service

Figure 1.4  Downtown Oakland Option 2 – North-South Through
Service
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Figure 1.5  Southern Corridor Alignment

AC Transit considered a wide range of vehicle and operations technology options.  Of these,
the three that best meet the customer requirements of fast, reliable service at the lowest cost
are light rail transit, bus rapid transit, and enhancing existing bus service.

The Light Rail Transit (LRT) technology option would be similar to the systems in use today
in San Francisco, San Jose and Sacramento (see Figure 8.1 for simulations).  Stations would
all be significant structures, each with a boarding platform, shelter, proof-of-payment ticket
validation, ticket vending machines, security features and real-time vehicle arrival
information.  Low-floor light rail vehicles would travel between these stations with traffic
signal priority and coordination along the entire alignment.  A special lane reserved for transit
vehicles, separating other traffic from the tracks, would be provided along most of the
alignment.

The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) technology option would be similar to the LRT option except it
would use low-floor, low or zero-emission, self-propelled buses instead of light rail vehicles
(see Figure 8.2 for simulations).  A system like this is in use today in Orlando; the suburbs
south of Miami; parts of Vancouver, Canada; and Curitiba, Brazil.  Compared to LRT, BRT
has substantially lower construction costs because it does not require laying rails or installing
overhead electric wires.  BRT would offer greater operating flexibility compared to rail
because the vehicles are not constrained to stay within a guideway over their entire route.
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The Enhanced Bus technology option would be a lower-cost option than either the LRT or
BRT options.  This service would be similar to the Los Angeles Metro Rapid.  Like BRT, it
uses low-floor, low or zero-emission buses and has signal priority and coordination along the
entire alignment.  To reduce costs, the Enhanced Bus service would operate in mixed-flow
traffic except in a few congested segments where peak period transit lanes or “queue jump”
lanes would be provided.  For study purposes, this option would have limited amenities at
stops, with no boarding platforms or proof-of-payment ticket validation,3 and shelter and real-
time bus arrival information only at selected stops.

1.1 Methodology and Insights
AC Transit developed the alternatives using a seven-step method to identify the alignments
and technologies that would best serve the market opportunities in the corridor.  These
markets were identified by matching the service objectives with the needs and wants of
potential customers and the realities of the travel market.  Key insights include:

• A large travel market of 255,000 daily trips4 is projected in 2020 trying to reach major
employment centers and educational institutions in the East Bay, including downtown
Oakland, the University of California at Berkeley, downtown Berkeley, downtown San
Leandro and others.  Of these 255,000 total weekday trips, 115,000 could be better
served by a new AC Transit corridor service when compared to existing BART or AC
Transit service.5  These trips would experience more direct, faster transit service and
constitute the market opportunity for the new AC Transit corridor service.

• This market opportunity consists primarily of trips to seven major employment centers
and seven major educational centers.  The seven employment centers are Oakland City
Center, the University of California at Berkeley, Kaiser Center in downtown Oakland,
Jack London District, the County Buildings/MetroCenter/Laney College area of downtown
Oakland, downtown Berkeley and downtown San Leandro.  The seven educational
centers are the University of California at Berkeley, Laney College, Berkeley High,
Oakland Tech High, Fremont High, Castlemont High and San Leandro High.

• The market opportunities are larger in the northern portion of the corridor than in the
southern portion.  The market opportunity is 51,900 daily trips4 in the portion of the
corridor between the University of California at Berkeley and North Oakland, but only
9,700 trips between downtown San Leandro and the southern end of the corridor.

• Studies indicate that 60 to 70 percent of the travelers in the opportunity markets targeted
by the project consider travel time and reliability as very important in their travel

                                               
3 The Enhanced Bus option studied did not include proof-of-payment ticket validation.  Subsequent to

the MIS, AC Transit began planning for a proof-of-payment pilot demonstration in the San Pablo
Avenue Enhanced Bus corridor.  The BRT system adopted as the MIS locally preferred alternative
would be implemented in phases, with elements of the Enhanced Bus program implemented first,
including new vehicles, traffic signal priority and proof-of-payment ticket validation.

4 Based on the number trips on an average weekday in the year 2020.
5 For each origin-destination market, an assessment was made of whether a new AC Transit corridor

service would provide more direct and faster total travel time (including walking time) than existing
BART or AC Transit services.  The number of trips is based on results from the October 1999
version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model with market analysis by Cambridge
Systematics.
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experience.6  The key to satisfying these travelers is to provide fast, reliable service in the
corridor.  Providing service with these critical characteristics would require the use of
special transit lanes, traffic signal priority and coordination, and pre-paid ticketing.

                                               
6 Based on market analysis by Cambridge Systematics and customer research by Nelson Nygaard.
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2.0 Introduction
Over a two-year period from 1999 to 2001, the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC
Transit) conducted a Major Investment Study (MIS) to examine the feasibility of providing a
new or improved transit service in the Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor.  This report
and its companion volumes document the results of this study.

The Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor stretches approximately 18 miles from
downtown Berkeley and the University of California at Berkeley at the northern end through
much of Oakland including downtown Oakland to San Leandro at the southern end (see
Figure 2.1).  Buses in this corridor currently carry 40,000 riders a day7 – nearly 20 percent of
AC Transit's total ridership and roughly the number of passengers carried by many light rail
systems in California.

Figure 2.1  Corridor Study Area

                                               
7 Routes 40, 40L, 43, 51, 51A and 51M between downtown Berkeley and downtown Oakland plus

routes 82 and 82L between downtown Oakland and Bay Fair BART.  Figures based on AC Transit
September 1998 driver counts and fall 1997 - winter 1998 boarding and alighting surveys.
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The corridor under study is home to 320,000 people and consists of the dense urban core of
cities ringing the eastern shore of San Francisco Bay.  The corridor is centered on downtown
Oakland, the East Bay’s largest city.  Downtown Oakland provides work to 70,000 people
and is continually adding new jobs and residences.  The corridor is anchored in the north by
the University of California at Berkeley, host to 31,000 students and 19,000 employees.  An
additional 13,000 employees work in downtown Berkeley and in areas near the university.
South of downtown Oakland, one-third of the corridor passes through some of the densest
residential neighborhoods in the entire San Francisco Bay Area, often exceeding 25,000
persons per square mile.  The southern end of the corridor is anchored at the Bay Fair Bay
Area Rapid Transit (BART) station, a major transfer station for three BART lines and seven
local bus routes.  This station also serves the Bay Fair Mall, a regional shopping mall.

2.1 Report Organization
The MIS Final Report consists of several individual volumes:

Volume 1:  Study Background.  Provides background information on the corridor, an
overview of land use in the corridor, the history of the MIS, and an overview of the study
process.

Volume 2:  Development of Alternatives.  Discusses the use of market analysis to develop
a set of alignment and technology options that meet the transportation needs in the corridor
and presents the alternatives selected for detailed evaluation.

Volume 3:  Evaluation of Alternatives.  Covers the detailed evaluation of the selected
alternatives and presents the locally preferred alternative for the corridor.

A fourth volume, the Summary Report, contains an executive summary of the key
information from the three main reports.

A fifth volume, the Technical Appendix, contains detailed information on individual technical
topics such as market analysis, ridership estimation, transit operations, engineering, cost
methodology, funding sources and community input.

A sixth volume, the Engineering Description of Alternatives, provides detailed information
on the alignments, including aerial alignment drawings and engineering cross-sections.

In addition, an inventory of historic buildings was completed for this study.  This inventory is
in its own volume, the Historic Building Survey.

The remainder of this report is organized into eight sections:

Section 3. Methodology for Developing Transportation Alternatives.  Provides an
overview of the method used to develop the transportation alternatives for a new
or improved AC Transit corridor service.

Section 4. Define Service Objectives.  Presents the service objectives approved for a new
or improved AC Transit corridor service.

Section 5. Identify Market Opportunity.  Discusses the current conditions in the travel
market in the corridor and identifies the opportunities for the new or improved
corridor service.
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Section 6. Identify Best Route Alignments.  Identifies the alignments that best meet the
service objectives and serve the market opportunities.

Section 7. Understand Customer Preferences.  Discusses what the travelers in the
opportunity markets want in their transit experience.

Section 8. Identify Best Technologies.  Identifies the vehicle and operations technology
options that best meet the needs of the travelers in the opportunity markets.

Section 9. Design Transportation Alternatives.  Combines the best alignments and
technologies to design the transportation alternatives proposed for further
evaluation.

Section 10. Community Input.  Summarizes the input from community leaders and the
general public on the service objectives and on the alignment and vehicle/
operations technology options proposed for further evaluation.
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3.0 Methodology for Developing Transportation
Alternatives

This section provides an overview of the methodology used to develop the transportation
alternatives for the AC Transit MIS.  This methodology follows the prescription commonly
used in the private sector to identify different ways to meet a market need.

1. Service Objectives 2. The Market

3. Market Opportunity

4. Alignments 5. Customer Preferences

6. Technologies

7.  Alternatives

"Develop transportation alternatives that serve the market opportunities identified by the
service objectives and market demand"

Step 1.  Define Service Objectives.  These objectives describe what AC Transit and its
partner cities of Berkeley, Oakland and San Leandro are trying to achieve.  Service
objectives are akin to mission statements in the private sector.  An example might be to "Be
the market leader in sales of soft drinks to fast food establishments."  A transit example might
be to "Be the mode of choice to destinations in the Central Business District."  The service
objectives for the AC Transit MIS were developed with input from the Technical Advisory
Committee, the Community Advisory Committee and the general public.  The final service
objectives that guided this study were recommended by the Policy Steering Committee and
approved by the AC Transit Board of Directors.  These are shown in the following section.

Step 2.  Assess Market Conditions.  The purpose of this step is to find out what the current
projected future situation in the marketplace is.  For the MIS project, AC Transit identified
several thousand travel markets into and out of the corridor.  These were organized by
destination and by origin to get an overall picture of where people travel from and to in the
corridor.  The total market includes both current AC Transit riders and potential new riders.
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Step 3.  Identify Market Opportunity.  AC Transit examined the information on current
market conditions to locate those market segments that it can reasonably serve and meet the
service objectives.  AC Transit sorted through the thousands of origin-destination markets to
determine which 1) meet the service objectives, and 2) could be competitively served by a
new AC Transit corridor service when compared with existing BART and AC Transit service.
This market opportunity includes travelers who are currently using AC Transit as well as
those who are currently using other modes of transportation.

Step 4.  Identify the best Alignments.  In this step, AC Transit identified the alignments that
would best serve the market opportunity identified in Step 3.  For this project, AC Transit
divided the corridor into three segments.  The northern segment runs from the University of
California at Berkeley to the northern edge of downtown Oakland.  The southern segment
runs from the eastern edge of downtown Oakland to the southern end of the corridor in
Ashland.  The third segment runs within downtown Oakland.  For each of these segments,
AC Transit compared the ability of several different alignments to serve the market
opportunities.

Step 5.  Understand Customer Preferences.  Determine what it would take to win over the
travelers in the opportunity markets identified in Step 3.  This means figuring out what
product attributes matter most to these travelers.  For the MIS, AC Transit determined the
strength of desire for several transit attributes including travel time, schedule reliability,
comfort and security.8

Step 6.  Identify the best Technologies.  Armed with knowledge about what attributes the
travelers in the opportunity markets care about, design a "product" that best delivers these
attributes given available technologies.

Step 7.  Design Alternatives.  Combine the alignments identified in Step 4 with the
technologies identified in Step 6 to design the transportation alternatives.

                                               
8 These attributes are only four of many that travelers care about in their travel experience.  Several

attributes such as transit fare and frequency of service were not taken into account in the initial
development of transportation alternatives since they do not help distinguish between alternatives.
These attributes were, however, taken into account in the design of the MIS' final locally preferred
alternative.
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4.0 Define Service Objectives
The Policy Steering Committee recommended and the AC Transit Board of Directors
approved nine service objectives for a new or improved transit service in the Berkeley/
Oakland/San Leandro corridor.  These are, in rank order of importance:

1. Improve access to major employment and educational centers and enhance
connections to other AC Transit services, BART, ferry services and other transit
providers;

2. Improve transit service reliability;

3. Provide frequent transit service;

4. Ensure security, cleanliness and comfort waiting for and riding on transit;

5. Support transit-oriented residential and commercial development;

6. Increase the percentage of trips made by transit, and reduce the percentage by
automobile;

7. Identify a set of transit improvements that has a high probability of being funded;

8. Improve ease of entry and exit on vehicles for all transit riders, including persons
with disabilities; and

9. Provide an environmentally friendly transit service that contributes to air quality
improvement.

The Technical Advisory Committee developed the first draft of the service objectives for this
project.  These service objectives were then refined with input from the Community Advisory
Committee and the general public.  On 23 March 2000, the Policy Steering Committee
recommended that the refined service objectives shown above be adopted for the project.
The AC Transit Board of Directors subsequently approved this recommendation.

These nine service objectives describe what AC Transit and its partner cities are trying to
accomplish with a potential new transit service on the Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro
corridor.  The service objectives thus guide the development of transportation alternatives by
influencing the choice of vehicle and operations technology, route alignment and service
characteristics toward those that meet these objectives.

The highest ranked service objective is to improve access to major employment and
educational centers.  The Policy Steering Committee implicitly recognized that serving dense
centers of activity augments the regional smart growth strategy and reinforces transit
supportive land uses.  Similarly, focusing transit investments on centers of activity is
expected to generate higher transit ridership.  Finally, improving transit service to centers of
activity such as downtown areas and colleges can help alleviate traffic congestion and
parking shortages in these places.
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Of the nine approved service objectives, three provide guidance in developing transportation
alternatives.  These are:9

1a. Improve access to major employment centers;

1b. Improve access to major educational centers;

1c. Enhance connections to other AC Transit services, BART, ferry services and other transit
providers;

2. Improve transit service reliability; and

5. Support transit-oriented residential and commercial development.

The remaining six service objectives can be met by incorporating them into the design of the
transit system.  These six service objectives are not dependent on vehicle/operations
technology and route alignment – the two major elements of any transit alternative.

3. Provide frequent transit service

This service objective is primarily dependent on the operating plan for the service that will be
developed in Phase II of this project.  The ability to provide frequent service is independent of
route alignment and vehicle technology.  However, frequent service may be more expensive
to provide using higher capacity vehicles such as light rail transit.

4. Increase security, cleanliness and comfort waiting for and riding on transit

Steps to meet this service objective can be implemented for all transit alternatives.

6. Increase the percentage of trips made by transit, and reduce the percentage by
automobile

This service objective is not a true service objective since it does not guide the design of the
system.  Rather it describes a desirable result of a successful transit service – some auto
drivers would choose the improved transit service for some trips, potentially reducing
congestion and improving air quality.  Implicit in this service objective is that the proposed
service should compete with the private car based on key customer preferences such as
convenience, cost, reliability and travel time.

7. Identify a set of transit improvements that have a high probability of being funded

The probability of a project being funded is based mostly on four factors:  total capital and
operating costs of the project, cost-effectiveness, the solvency of federal, state, regional and
local funding programs, and the degree of local financial commitment and support.

8. Improve ease of entry and exit on vehicles for all transit riders, including persons with
disabilities

Most transit vehicles can be designed to meet this service objective, including bus and rail
vehicles.  State-of-the-art transit vehicle designs include low-floor entry, easily deployed
wheelchair ramps, extra-wide doors and passenger-activated rear doors.  In addition,

                                               
9 To analyze the alternatives, it turns out to be useful to divide service objective 1 into three parts.
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appropriate transit station or stop design can also facilitate ease of entry by minimizing the
distance between the curb/platform and the vehicle.

9. Provide an environmentally friendly transit service that contributes to air quality
improvement

This service objective can be met directly by using either low or zero-emission transit
vehicles.  In addition, a new transit service that attracts riders that formerly drove would also
contribute to improving air quality.
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5.0 Identify Market Opportunity
AC Transit conducted a detailed assessment of travel markets to estimate the number of
potential daily trips that could be served by a new or improved transit service in the Berkeley/
Oakland/San Leandro corridor and meet the service objectives.  The “market for travel” is
analogous to any market for a particular product.  In this case, the travel market represents
travelers’ desire to make trips for work, school, shopping, recreation or other purposes.  The
market consists of all trips that begin and end in the corridor as well as those that begin
outside the corridor but have destinations in the corridor.

Using information from the Alameda Countywide Travel Model,10 AC Transit found 1.15
million daily trips projected in the year 2020 to all destinations in the corridor.11  Of these,
255,000 are to major employment and educational centers in the corridor (see Table 5.1,
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1).

Table 5.1  Major Employment Centers in the Corridor12

Employment Center 2020 Jobs Employment Center 2020 Jobs
Downtown Berkeley 13,600 Oakland City Center 31,000
UC Berkeley 19,000 Old Oakland 4,200
Telegraph Ave Strip 3,500 Chinatown 5,400
Elmwood/Alta Bates 3,800 County Bldgs/MetroCenter/Laney College 9,200
Rockridge 2,900 Jack London District 9,400
Children's Hospital 3,300 Eastmont Town Center 1,200
51st and Broadway/N Auto Row 4,100 East Oakland Industrial 4,200
Kaiser Medical Area 600 N Downtown San Leandro 1,400
Summit Medical Area/S Auto Row 5,600 S Downtown San Leandro 4,600
S Auto Row 4,500 Bay Fair Mall/Nearby Commercial 2,500
Kaiser Center 19,900 Columbia San Leandro Medical Area 1,700
Uptown District 3,100

Based on ABAG Projections 1998, adjusted by Hausrath Economics Group to be more consistent with
ABAG Projections 2000.

                                               
10 For this study, AC Transit updated the October 1999 version of this model using new land use data

compiled by Hausrath Economics Group.  This new data is based on ABAG Projections 1998, with
adjustments made by Hausrath with input from staff in the corridor cities.  Details are contained in
the Technical Appendix.

11 Estimates based on the number of trips on an average weekday in the year 2020.  Every one-way
trip is counted as one trip.  For example, a round-trip from home in the Oakland Hills to a shopping
area in downtown Oakland and back is counted as two trips.

12 273,000 trips are projected in 2020 to all employment centers in the corridor.  Of these, 210,000 are
to major employment centers, which are defined to be places with at least 25 jobs per acre.  A job
density of 25 jobs per acre is similar to that found in the Elmwood/Alta Bates area in Berkeley or in
downtown San Leandro.  This level of job concentration enhances the ability of transit to provide
good service.
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Table 5.2  Major Educational Centers in the Corridor13

Current 
Enrollment

University of California at Berkeley 31,300
Berkeley High 3,100
Oakland Tech High 2,000
Laney College 10,800
Fremont High 2,000
Castlemont High 1,800
San Leandro High 2,100

Based on 1999 or 2000 enrollment information.

Some of these 255,000 daily trips to major employment and educational centers in the
corridor represent an opportunity for AC Transit's new corridor service.  This is the case if
they are geographically appropriate and can be served competitively by a new corridor
service when compared to existing AC Transit or BART service.14  For example, the market
from the North Bay to the University of California at Berkeley does not present an opportunity
since the origin of trips is to the north of the university while the corridor service would
proceed south from the university.  However, several hundred origin-destination markets do
present an opportunity for AC Transit, representing 115,000 daily trips in the year 2020.
This is the market opportunity for AC Transit's new corridor service (see Figure 5.1).

                                               
13 Major educational centers are schools that have an average daily attendance of at least 1,500

students.
14 For each origin-destination market, an assessment was made of whether a new AC Transit corridor

service would provide more direct and faster total travel time service (including walking time) than
existing BART or AC Transit services.
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This market opportunity of 115,000 daily trips to major employment and educational centers
has only a small overlap with AC Transit's current system ridership of about 220,000 daily
trips (see Figure 5.1).  Much of AC Transit's current ridership is 1) to destinations outside of
the corridor, 2) not to major employment and educational centers, or 3) in travel markets
already well served by AC Transit, and thus does not present an opportunity for a new
service.

Figure 5.1  The Market Opportunity

All Trips to All Destinations in the
Corridor

1,154,000 Daily Person Trips in 2020

Trips to Major Employment and
Educational Destinations in the Corridor

255,000 Daily Person Trips

Trips that are an Opportunity
for AC Transit’s New Corridor

Service
115,000 Daily Person Trips

The Market
Opportunity

AC Transit’s Current
System-wide Ridership

~220,000 Daily Person Trips

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

The market opportunity of 115,000 daily trips is comprised of an employment trip market and
an educational trip market.  Seventy-five percent of the market opportunity, or 88,000 daily
trips, is to major employment centers in the corridor and 25 percent, or 27,000 daily trips, is
to major educational centers.
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Half of the market opportunity to major employment centers is comprised of 15 employment
trip markets.  These are listed in Table 5.3 and shown graphically in Figure 5.2.  These 15
largest markets are to seven employment centers in the corridor:  Oakland City Center, the
University of California at Berkeley, Kaiser Center in downtown Oakland, Jack London
District, the County Buildings/MetroCenter/Laney College area of downtown Oakland,
downtown Berkeley and downtown San Leandro.  The largest concentration of employment
trips in the corridor is to downtown Oakland, followed by downtown Berkeley/University of
California (see Figure 5.2).

Table 5.3  Market Opportunity – Largest Employment Trip Markets15

Trip Origin Area Trip Destination

2020 Daily 
Person 
Trips

South Corridor City Center 5,900
North + Central Corridor City Center 5,200
North + Central Corridor UC Berkeley 4,100
Central Contra Costa Co UC Berkeley 3,600
South Corridor UC Berkeley 1,700
San Francisco + N Peninsula + S Marin UC Berkeley 1,300
South Corridor Kaiser Center 3,600
North + Central Corridor Kaiser Center 3,600
South Corridor Jack London District 1,900
Central Contra Costa Co Jack London District 1,600
North + Central Corridor Jack London District 1,500
South Corridor County Bldgs/MetroCenter/Laney 2,000
North + Central Corridor County Bldgs/MetroCenter/Laney 1,500
North + Central Corridor Downtown Berkeley 2,900
South Corridor Downtown San Leandro 1,400

TOTAL 41,800

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

                                               
15 "North Corridor" refers to the section from downtown Berkeley/UC Berkeley to the northern edge of

downtown Oakland.  "South Corridor" refers to the section from the eastern edge of downtown
Oakland to the southern end of the corridor.  "Central Corridor" refers to the section of the corridor
in downtown Oakland.
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Figure 5.2  Market Opportunity – Largest Employment Trip Markets

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Eighty-five percent of the market opportunity to major educational centers is comprised of 10
educational trip markets (see Table 5.4).  These are listed in Table 5.4 and shown
graphically in Figure 5.3.  The largest concentration of educational trips in the corridor is to
the University of California at Berkeley (see Figure 5.3).

Table 5.4  Market Opportunity – Largest Educational Trip Markets15

Trip Origin Area Destination

Daily 
Person 
Trips*

North + Central Corridor UC Berkeley 3,100
San Francisco + N Peninsula + S Marin UC Berkeley 2,600
Lower + Upper Oakland Hills UC Berkeley 1,400
S Bay + S Peninsula + S Alameda Co UC Berkeley 1,200
South Corridor Fremont High 3,400
North + Central Corridor Oakland Tech High 3,300
South Corridor Castlemont High 3,000
Corridor in San Leandro San Leandro High 1,900
South Corridor Laney College 1,700
Corridor in Berkeley Berkeley High 1,400

TOTAL 14,700

* 2020 for Laney College, 2000 for others

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Figure 5.3  Market Opportunity – Largest Educational Trip Markets

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

A major objective of a new transit service in the Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor is to
successfully serve these 15 large employment markets and 10 large educational markets.
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An examination of the market opportunity reveals that it is larger in the northern segment of
the corridor  (Table 5.5).  The market opportunity has a daily trip volume16 of 51,900 in the
portion of the corridor between the University of California at Berkeley and North Oakland,
but only 9,700 between downtown San Leandro and the southern end of the corridor.  The
primary reason is the scarcity of major employment and educational centers in the southern
portion of the corridor.  The nearest major employment and educational centers are located
further south, downtown Hayward and California State University Hayward, both outside the
corridor.

Table 5.5 Market Opportunity – North Versus the South17

MacArthur/Rockridge BART
to

Jack London District

UC Berkeley
to

 MacArthur/Rockridge BART

City Center
to

Mid Central E Oakland

Mid Central E Oakland
to

Downtown San Leandro

Downtown San Leandro
to

Bay Fair

Size of Market Opportunity
for this Segment

(daily trip volume in 2020)

51,900

44,000

33,900

18,400

9,700

Approximate
Segment
Length

3 miles

3.5 miles

4.5 miles

4.5 miles

3 miles

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

AC Transit identified several large market opportunities just outside the corridor in addition to
downtown Hayward and California State University Hayward (see Table 5.6).  These places

                                               
16 The term “trip volume” is used to distinguish it from “trips”.  Trip volume refers to the total number of

riders using transit on a certain segment, including riders boarding, alighting and passing through.
A single trip from City Center to downtown San Leandro (see Table 5.5) contributes both to the trip
volume for City Center to Mid Central East Oakland and for Mid Central East Oakland to downtown
San Leandro because it passes through both of these segments.

17 The numbers in this table do not add across segments.  This is because a single trip may use
several segments.  Adding across segments would count this single trip multiple times.
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should have connecting service to the corridor and may be candidates for possible future
extensions of the project.

Table 5.6  Market Opportunities Just Outside the Corridor18

Downtown Hayward

CS Hayward

West Berkeley

10,600 Current Enrollment

7,000 Jobs in 2020

14,600 Jobs in 2020

Alameda Point (proposed) 14,600 Jobs in 2020

Oakland Airport Area 18,400 Jobs in 2020

San Leandro Industrial 22,300 Jobs in 2020

~23 Jobs per Acre

~27 Jobs per Acre

~14 Jobs per Acre

~10 Jobs per Acre

~8 Jobs per Acre

                                               
18 California State University Hayward enrollment information is derived from the October 1999 version

of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model.  Alameda Point employment is based on a
square footage per employee estimate from Hausrath Economics Group and proposed square
footage information from the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Disposal and Reuse of
Naval Air Station Alameda and the Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, Alameda Annex and Facility,
Engineering Field Activity, West Naval Facilities Engineering Command.  Employment at other
employment centers is based on ABAG Projections 1998, adjusted by Hausrath Economics Group.
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6.0 Identify Best Route Alignments
This section identifies the best alignments to serve the market opportunities described in the
previous section.  To organize the discussion, this section is divided into three subsections,
each dealing with one specific geographic segment of the corridor:

• For the Northern Corridor Alignment, four different routing options between downtown
Berkeley and downtown Oakland were considered.

• For the Downtown Oakland Alignment, two different routing options through downtown
Oakland were considered.

• For the Southern Corridor Alignment, three different routing options between the southern
end of the corridor and downtown Oakland were considered.

These three subsections compare the ability of the different route alignment options to both
serve the market opportunities and meet the service objectives of the project.  The service
objectives that influence the choice of route alignment are:19

1a. Access to major employment centers;

1b. Access to major educational centers;

1c. Connections to other transit; and

5. Support transit-oriented residential and commercial development.

                                               
19 To improve comparisons between alignment options, service objective 1 is divided into three parts.
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6.1 Northern Corridor Alignment
Four alignment options were considered for the northern portion of the corridor (see Figure
6.1):

1. Shattuck Avenue,

2. Telegraph Avenue,

3. College Avenue/Broadway, and

4. Telegraph Avenue/Broadway.

Figure 6.1  Four Northern Corridor Alignment Options

This subsection analyzes the ability of these four northern corridor alignment options to
improve access to major employment and educational centers, provide connections with
other transit services, and support transit-oriented residential and commercial development.
These are the service objectives identified for the corridor that are affected by the choice of
route alignment.

The simplest method of conducting this analysis was to compare the alignment options two
at a time.  Thus, the following discussion is divided into three parts:
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1. A comparison of Telegraph Avenue and Shattuck Avenue alignments;

2. A comparison of Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway alignments; and

3. A comparison of Telegraph Avenue and Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignments.

Conclusions are provided at the end of this discussion.

COMPARING TELEGRAPH AND SHATTUCK

Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, the Telegraph Avenue and Shattuck Avenue alignments would provide equivalent
access.  However, for three markets, Telegraph Avenue would perform better than Shattuck
Avenue.20  These three markets are projected to produce 20,200 weekday trips in the year
2020.  By comparison, the Shattuck Avenue alignment would serve two markets better than
Telegraph Avenue.  These two markets, however, will produce only 3,100 weekday trips in
2020.

• To UC Berkeley

• To Elmwood, Alta Bates

• To Telegraph Ave Strip

Telegraph Serves These Work Trip Markets
Better

20,200 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Within the Oakland Portion of the
Corridor to Downtown Berkeley

• From N Bay, W Contra Costa Co to Children’s
Hospital

Shattuck Serves These Work Trip Markets Better

3,100 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

                                               
20 Whenever the travel markets for two alignments are compared, an equivalent level of service on

both alignments is assumed – that is, similar travel speeds and frequency of service.
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Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, the Telegraph Avenue and Shattuck Avenue alignments would provide equivalent
access.  However, the Telegraph Avenue alignment would serve one market better than
Shattuck Avenue.20  This one market is projected to produce 11,100 weekday trips in the
year 2020.  By comparison, the Shattuck Avenue alignment would serve one market better
than Telegraph Avenue.  It is unknown how large this one market is since data for school
trips to Vista College was unavailable, but it is estimated to be much smaller than 11,100
weekday trips.

• To UC Berkeley

Telegraph Serves These School Trip Markets
Better

11,100 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Shattuck Serves These School Trip Markets
Better

?? daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Within the Oakland Portion of the
Corridor to Vista College

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Transit Connections

Both the Telegraph Avenue and Shattuck Avenue alignments would provide connections with
two BART stations in the northern portion of the corridor.  Both alignment options also
connect equally well with AC Transit cross-town routes.

Telegraph Shattuck

Berkeley BART

MacArthur BART

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3

3 3

11,200

6,400

TOTAL 17,600 17,600 17,600

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.

Transit-Oriented Development

The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the Telegraph Avenue and
Shattuck Avenue alignments make them both supportive of transit-oriented development.

COMPARING TELEGRAPH AND COLLEGE/BROADWAY

Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, the College Avenue/Broadway and Telegraph Avenue alignments would provide
equivalent access.  However, for three markets, College Avenue/Broadway would perform
better than Telegraph Avenue.20  These three markets are projected to produce 13,300
weekday trips in the year 2020.  By comparison, the Telegraph Avenue alignment would
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serve five markets better than College Avenue/Broadway.  These five markets, however, will
produce only 7,000 weekday trips in 2020.

• To Children’s Hospital

• To Telegraph Ave Strip

• From Emeryville, W Oakland to UC Berkeley,
Elmwood, Alta Bates

• From N Bay, W Contra Costa Co to Summit
Medical Area

• From N&W Berkeley to Jack London District

Telegraph Serves These Work Trip Markets
Better

7,700 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• To 51st & Broadway, Kaiser Medical Area, Auto
Row

• From Central Contra Costa Co to UC Berkeley,
Elmwood, Alta Bates

• From Within the Corridor to Rockridge

College/Broadway Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

13,300 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, the Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway alignments would provide
equivalent access.  However, the College Avenue/Broadway alignment would serve two
markets better than Telegraph Avenue.20  These two markets are projected to produce 4,300
weekday trips in the year 2020.  The Telegraph Avenue alignment would serve one market
better than College Avenue/Broadway.  This one market, however, will produce only 800
weekday trips in 2020.

• From Emeryville, W Oakland to UC Berkeley

Telegraph Serves These School Trip Markets
Better

800 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Central Contra Costa Co to UC Berkeley

• To Oakland Tech High

College/Broadway Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

4,300 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Transit Connections

Both the Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway alignments would provide
connections with two BART stations in the northern portion of the corridor.  Both alignment
options also connect equally well with AC Transit cross-town routes.

College/
Broadway

Telegraph

Berkeley BART

Rockridge BART

MacArthur BART

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3

11,200

4,700

6,400

TOTAL 17,600 15,90022,300

3

3

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.

Transit-Oriented Development

The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the Telegraph Avenue and
College Avenue/Broadway alignments make them both supportive of transit-oriented
development.  The areas the College Avenue/Broadway alignment passes through are
currently denser and more developed than the Telegraph Avenue alignment.  However, the
availability of parcels for redevelopment gives the Telegraph Avenue alignment a greater
capacity to support new higher-density development.

COMPARING TELEGRAPH AND TELEGRAPH/BROADWAY

The Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignment option is a hybrid suggested by a member of the
public at the 12 September 2000 public meeting.  It follows the Telegraph Avenue alignment
option starting from downtown Berkeley heading south.  This alignment option crosses over
to Broadway on 51st Street in Oakland and follows the College Avenue/Broadway alignment
option from there into downtown Oakland.
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Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, the Telegraph Avenue and Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignments would provide
equivalent access.  However, for four markets, Telegraph Avenue would perform better than
Telegraph Avenue/Broadway.20  These four markets are projected to produce 22,700
weekday trips in the year 2020.  By comparison, the Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignment
would serve two markets better than Telegraph Avenue.  These two markets, however, will
produce only 8,600 weekday trips in 2020.

• From Outside the Corridor to UC Berkeley,
Telegraph Ave Strip, Elmwood, Alta Bates,
Children’s Hospital

• From the Central and Southern Portions of the
Corridor to Downtown Berkeley, UC Berkeley,
Telegraph Ave Strip, Elmwood, Alta Bates,
Children’s Hospital

• From the Berkeley Portion of the Corridor to
Major Destinations in the Central and Southern
Portions of the Corridor

• From N Bay, W Contra Costa Co, Central
Contra Costa Co to Summit Medical Area

Telegraph Serves These Work Trip Markets
Better

22,700 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Outside the Corridor to 51st & Broadway,
Auto Row, Kaiser Medical Area

• From Within the Corridor to 51st & Broadway,
Auto Row, Kaiser Medical Area

Telegraph/Broadway Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

8,600 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, the Telegraph Avenue and Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignments would provide
equivalent access.  However, the Telegraph Avenue alignment would serve one market
better than Telegraph Avenue/Broadway.20  This one market is projected to produce 6,700
weekday trips in the year 2020.  The Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignment would serve
one market better than Telegraph Avenue.  This one market, however, will produce only
3,300 weekday trips in 2020.

• From Outside the Corridor and Southern and
Central Portions of the Corridor to UC Berkeley

Telegraph Serves These School Trip Markets
Better

6,700 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• To Oakland Tech High

Telegraph/Broadway Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

3,300 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Transit Connections

The Telegraph Avenue alignment would provide connections with two BART stations in the
northern portion of the corridor as compared to one BART station for the Telegraph Avenue/
Broadway alignment.  Both alignment options connect equally well with AC Transit cross-
town routes.

Telegraph/
Broadway

Telegraph

Berkeley BART

MacArthur BART

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3

11,200

6,400

TOTAL 17,600 11,20022,300

3

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.

Transit-Oriented Development

The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the Telegraph Avenue and
Telegraph Avenue/Broadway alignments make them both supportive of transit-oriented
development.

CONCLUSION

The comparison between various alignment options for the northern portion of the corridor is
summarized in the following table (++ = Best, + = Better).  College Avenue/Broadway
performs the best and Telegraph Avenue second best on the two access-related service
objectives.  All the alignment options except Telegraph/Broadway perform equally well on
connections to other transit.  All the alignment options perform equally well on supporting
transit-oriented development.

Telegraph

+ +

College/
Broadway

1a. Access to Major Employment Centers

1b. Access to Major Educational Centers

1c. Connections to Other Transit

5. Support Transit-Oriented Development

Service Objective Shattuck

+

EqualEqual Equal

+ ++
+ ++

Telegraph/
Broadway

Equal

Based on this analysis and the environmental constraints in the corridor, AC Transit and its
partner cities chose to carry both the Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway
alignment options forward for detailed evaluation.  College Avenue/Broadway would provide
better access to major employment and educational centers.  However, because of the
difficulty in providing rapid and reliable transit service on College Avenue/Broadway,
Telegraph Avenue was also carried over for detailed evaluation.
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6.2 Downtown Oakland Alignment
AC Transit and its partner cities considered two alignment options in downtown Oakland (see
Figures 6.2 and 6.3):

1. Jack London Service, and

2. North-South Through Service.

JACK LONDON SERVICE

The new corridor transit service under this option would form a "T" system and not be
continuous for individuals travelling from the northern portion of the corridor to the southern.
From the north, the service would enter downtown Oakland on Broadway and continue to
Jack London Square.  There, the service would turn east to the Oakland Amtrak/Capitol
Corridor train station, where the service would terminate.  From the south, the service would
enter downtown Oakland on some subset of streets between 10th and 14th Streets21 and
terminate at Broadway.  Travelers going between the northern portion of the corridor and the
southern portion would need to transfer in downtown Oakland under this scenario.

Figure 6.2  Jack London Service

                                               
21 The precise route will be decided as part of the Environmental Impact Statement/Report.
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NORTH-SOUTH THROUGH SERVICE

The new corridor transit service under this option would provide direct service from the
northern portion of the corridor to the southern portion without a transfer in downtown
Oakland.  This service would not have mainline service to Jack London Square or the
Oakland Amtrak/Capitol Corridor train station.  A connecting shuttle would provide service to
these two places.

Figure 6.3  North-South Through Service

This subsection analyzes the ability of these two downtown Oakland alignment options to
improve access to major employment and educational centers, provide connections with
other transit services, and support transit-oriented residential and commercial development.
These are the service objectives identified for the corridor that are affected by the choice of
route alignment.  Conclusions are provided at the end of this subsection.
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COMPARING JACK LONDON SERVICE AND NORTH-SOUTH THROUGH
SERVICE

Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, North-South Through Service and Jack London Service would provide equivalent
access.  However, for four markets, North-South Through Service would perform better than
Jack London Service.20  These four markets are projected to produce 13,600 weekday trips
in the year 2020.  By comparison, Jack London Service would serve two markets better than
North-South Through Service.  These two markets, however, will produce only 10,400
weekday trips in 2020.

• From Within the Corridor to Jack London
District, Old Oakland

• From Outside the Corridor to Jack London
District

Jack London Service Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

10,400 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Within the Southern Portion of the
Corridor to Major Destinations in the Northern
Corridor

• From Within the Northern Portion of the
Corridor to Major Destinations in the Southern
Corridor

• From Outside the Corridor to Major
Destinations in the Northern Corridor

• From Outside the Corridor to Major
Destinations in the Southern Corridor

N-S Through Service Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

13,600 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, North-South Through Service and Jack London Service would provide equivalent
access.  However, North-South Through Service would serve two markets better than Jack
London Service.20  These two markets are projected to produce 990 weekday trips in the
year 2020.

Jack London Service Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

0 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• From Within the Southern Portion of the
Corridor and Outside the Corridor to UC
Berkeley

• From Within the Northern Portion of the
Corridor to Laney College

N-S Through Service Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

990 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Transit Connections

North-South Through Service and Jack London Service would both provide connections with
two downtown Oakland BART stations.  Jack London Service would in addition provide a
direct connection with the Jack London ferry and the Oakland Amtrak/Capitol Corridor train
station.

N-S Through
Service

Jack London
Service

19th St BART

12th St BART

Jack London Ferry

Oakland Amtrak/Capitol
Corridor Station

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3

8,000

12,600

300

300

TOTAL 21,200 20,60021,200

3

3

3

3

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.  1999 ferry and Amtrak data.

Transit-Oriented Development

Jack London Service would better serve the existing and growing retail and residential
development being advocated by the City of Oakland for the Jack London District.  The
density and character of this development is consistent with transit-oriented development.
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CONCLUSION

The comparison of the two alignment options through downtown Oakland is summarized in
the following table (+ = Better).  Of the four service objectives that differentiate between
alignments, Jack London Service performs better on two and North-South Through Service
performs better on two.

N-S Through
Service

1a. Access to Major Employment Centers

1b. Access to Major Educational Centers

1c. Connections to Other Transit

5. Support Transit-Oriented Development

Service Objective Jack London
Service

+
+

+
+

Based on this analysis, neither alignment option was shown to be clearly superior.
Therefore, AC Transit and its partner cities chose to carry both forward for detailed
evaluation.
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6.3 Southern Corridor Alignment
Three alignment options were considered for the southern portion of the corridor (see Figure
6.4):

1. Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue,

2. International Boulevard/East 14th Street, and

3. San Leandro Boulevard.

Figure 6.4  Three Southern Corridor Alignment Options

This subsection analyzes the ability of these three southern corridor alignment options to
improve access to major employment and educational centers, provide connections with
other transit services, and support transit-oriented residential and commercial development.
These are the service objectives identified for the corridor that are affected by the choice of
route alignment.

The simplest method of conducting this analysis was to compare the alignment options two
at a time.  Thus, the following discussion is divided into two parts:
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1. A comparison of International Boulevard/East 14th Street and San Leandro Boulevard
alignments; and

2. A comparison of International Boulevard/East 14th Street and Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft
Avenue alignments.

Conclusions are provided at the end of this discussion.

COMPARING INTERNATIONAL/E 14TH AND SAN LEANDRO BLVD

Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, the International Boulevard/East 14th Street and San Leandro Boulevard alignments
would provide equivalent access.  However, for two markets, International Boulevard/East
14th Street would perform better than San Leandro Boulevard.20  These two markets are
projected to produce 17,600 weekday trips in the year 2020.  By comparison, the San
Leandro Boulevard alignment would serve three markets better than International Boulevard/
East 14th Street.  These three markets, however, will produce only 6,100 weekday trips in
2020.

• From Within the Southern Portion of the
Corridor to Major Destinations Throughout the
Corridor

• To Downtown San Leandro

International/E 14th Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

17,600 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• To E Oakland Industrial

• From W San Leandro, San Lorenzo to Major
Destinations Throughout the Corridor

• From Outside the Corridor to Columbia San
Leandro Medical Area

San Leandro Blvd Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

6,100 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, the International Boulevard/East 14th Street and San Leandro Boulevard alignments
would provide equivalent access.  However, the International Boulevard/East 14th Street
alignment would serve three markets better than San Leandro Boulevard.20  These three
markets are projected to produce 6,300 weekday trips in the year 2020.

• From Within the Southern Portion of the
Corridor to Laney College

• To Fremont High

• To San Leandro High

International/E 14th Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

6,300 daily weekday person trips in 2020

San Leandro Blvd Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

0 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Transit Connections

The San Leandro Boulevard alignment gives the false impression of providing better
connections with the BART system, having connections with four BART stations in the
southern portion of the corridor as compared to two for the International Boulevard/East 14th

Street alignment.  However, because the San Leandro Boulevard alignment parallels and in
some places directly overlaps the BART tracks, it merely duplicates an existing transit
system rather than truly offering new service.  The San Leandro Boulevard and International
Boulevard/East 14th Street alignments connect equally well with AC Transit cross-town
routes.

International/
E 14th

San Leandro
Blvd

Fruitvale BART

Coliseum BART

San Leandro BART

Bay Fair BART

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3 3

3

3

3

7,300

4,900

5,200

5,100

TOTAL 12,400 22,50022,500

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.

Transit-Oriented Development

The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the International Boulevard/East
14th Street alignment as well as future proposed development makes it more supportive of
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transit-oriented development than the light industrial development along San Leandro
Boulevard.

Additionally, both the cities of Oakland and San Leandro consider International Boulevard/
East 14th Street the best option for the southern portion of the corridor.  Both cities are
focusing their planning and economic development efforts on this alignment.

COMPARING INTERNATIONAL/E 14TH AND FOOTHILL/BANCROFT

Access to Major Employment Centers

For most of the hundreds of origin-destination markets to major employment centers in the
corridor, the International Boulevard/East 14th Street and Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue
alignments would provide equivalent access.  However, for two markets, International
Boulevard/East 14th Street would perform better than Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue.20

These two markets are projected to produce 2,600 weekday trips in the year 2020.  By
comparison, the Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue alignment would serve one market
better than International Boulevard/East 14th Street.  This one market, however, will produce
only 1,300 weekday trips in 2020.

• To Downtown San Leandro

• From Alameda to Major Destinations
Throughout the Corridor

International/E 14th Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

2,600 daily weekday person trips in 2020

• To Eastmont Town Center

Foothill/Bancroft Serves These Work Trip
Markets Better

1,300 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.

Access to Major Educational Centers

For most of the dozens of origin-destination markets to major educational centers in the
corridor, the International Boulevard/East 14th Street and Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue
alignments would provide equivalent access.  However, the Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft
Avenue alignment would serve one market better than International Boulevard/East 14th

Street.20  This one market is projected to produce 3,000 weekday trips in the year 2020.

• To Castlemont High

International/E 14th Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

0 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Foothill/Bancroft Serves These School Trip
Markets Better

3,000 daily weekday person trips in 2020

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model
with market analysis by Cambridge Systematics.
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Transit Connections

The International Boulevard/East 14th Street alignment would provide connections with two
BART stations in the southern portion of the corridor as compared to one BART station for
the Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue alignment.  Both alignment options connect equally
well with AC Transit cross-town routes.

Foothill/
Bancroft

International/
E 14th

Fruitvale BART

Bay Fair BART

3

Station Activity
(Daily Boardings)

3 3

7,300

5,100

TOTAL 12,400 5,10012,400

BART March 2000 boarding and alighting data.

Transit-Oriented Development

The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the International Boulevard/East
14th Street alignment makes it more supportive of future transit-oriented development than
the residential development along Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue.  Because of its
residential character, there is likely to be neighborhood resistance to intensive
redevelopment along Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue.

Additionally, both the cities of Oakland and San Leandro consider International Boulevard/
East 14th Street the best option for the southern portion of the corridor.  Both cities are
focusing their planning and economic development efforts on this alignment.

CONCLUSION

The comparison between various alignment options for the southern portion of the corridor is
summarized in the following table (++ = Best, + = Better).  Of the four service objectives that
differentiate between alignments, International Boulevard/East 14th Street performs the best
on two, is tied for the best on another, and performs second best on the fourth.  Foothill
Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue performs the best on one and second on two.

International/
E 14th

San Leandro
Blvd

1a. Access to Major Employment Centers

1b. Access to Major Educational Centers

1c. Connections to Other Transit

5. Support Transit-Oriented Development

Service Objective Foothill/
Bancroft

+ +
+

+

+
+

+ +

+
+ +

Based on this analysis, AC Transit and its partner cities chose to focus further detailed
evaluation on the International Boulevard/East 14th Street alignment.
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SOUTHERN ALIGNMENT BEYOND BAY FAIR

A final question regarding the alignment in the southern portion of the corridor is where the
service should terminate.  There are no major employment centers, major educational
centers or major connections to other transit services in the Ashland portion of the corridor.22

Furthermore, only 1,600 trips from Ashland are projected in 2020 to major employment
centers in the rest of the corridor.  Within the time frame of this study, extension of a major
corridor service beyond Bay Fair Mall/BART into the unincorporated areas of Alameda
County does not appear warranted unless it is extended to Hayward or beyond to serve the
large travel markets in that city.

                                               
22 Ashland, an unincorporated part of Alameda County, is located between San Leandro and

Hayward.
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7.0 Understand Customer Preferences
As discussed in Section 5.0 of this report, AC Transit has identified a market opportunity of
115,000 daily trips23 to major employment and educational centers in the corridor.  This
market consists of existing AC Transit riders and potential riders new to transit currently
using other transportation modes.

To satisfy these existing customers and attract new customers, AC Transit needed to
understand what service attributes are important to them.  That is, of the various attributes in
the transit experience – fare, travel time, service frequency, service span, reliability, ease of
access, comfort and security – which are the most likely to influence their decision to ride
transit.  Understanding these customer preferences determines what operational
characteristics, rider amenities and other features should be incorporated into the transit
alternatives for the corridor.

The various service attributes can be divided into two types:

1. Those that can be applied uniformly to all transit alternatives.  Examples are fare and
service frequency.  The appropriate level for these attributes will be incorporated into the
transit service that is ultimately implemented in the corridor.  However, because they do
not distinguish between alternatives and thus help choose among them, these service
attributes were not a focus of analysis in the MIS.

2. Those that inherently vary between transit alternatives.  These include travel time,
reliability, comfort and security.  Because these service attributes distinguish between
alternatives and understanding their relative importance helps guide the development of
transit alternatives for the corridor, they are the focus of the rest of the discussion in this
section.

The existing customers and potential new customers making trips in the corridor were
categorized according to income class, trip purpose (work, university/college or high school)
and length of trip (greater or less than 5 miles) because customers in different categories
have different preferences in their travel experience.24

For each customer category, the strength of preference for travel time, schedule reliability,
comfort and security were assessed (see Table 7.1).  This table shows estimates of the
relative impact of different service attributes on the propensity to use transit for specific
customer categories.  The table uses a 0-4 scale where 0 indicates that the attribute is not
very important to the group's mode choice, while 4 indicates that it is critically important.
Estimates were developed using a consensus process between several experienced
transportation planners, based on their experience performing planning and economics work
with each of these groups and attributes.  Reasonable professionals may differ by a point in
either direction in any cell in the table, though the broad comparative sensitivities indicated
are fairly widely accepted in the industry.

                                               
23 Projected trips in the year 2020.
24 The number of travelers in each customer category was estimated by origin-destination travel

market using employment information based on ABAG Projections 98 and modified with input from
the cities in the corridor, model run results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda
Countywide Travel Demand Model, and income data from the 1990 Census.
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Table 7.1 reveals several patterns in customer preferences:

• Total trip time is very important to almost all customer categories.  Of the four attributes in
Table 7.1, total trip time is either the top rated service attribute or tied for the top for all
customer categories except for short work trips for workers with household income less
than $22,000.

• Reliability is relatively important to most customer categories.  It is either the top rated
service attribute or tied for the top for five of the 15 customer categories in Table 7.1.  It
also rated a 3 or 4 for nine of 15 customer categories.

• Travelers making work trips generally place a high value on travel time and reliability.

• Workers with higher household income place a somewhat greater importance on travel
time and reliability than those with lower household income.  For example, for long work
trips, the ratings start with 2 for workers with household income less than $22,000 and
steadily grow, reaching a rating of 4 for workers with household income greater than
$51,000.

• For all income levels, travelers making longer trips tend to value travel time and reliability
more than those making shorter trips.  For example, university and college students
making short trips rate travel time and reliability each 2, while those making long trips rate
them each 3.

• Security is equally valued among all income groups for work trips, rating 3 for all work trip
categories.

• Comfort is considered an important attribute by only a few customer categories, rating a 4
only for long work trips for workers with household income greater than $51,000 and
rating a 3 only for long college and university trips.

• The hardest customer categories to satisfy are workers with household income greater
than $51,000 making long work trips, who view total trip time, reliability and comfort all as
critically important.

• Students making short university, college and high school trips do not view any of the
four service attributes in Table 7.1 as very important.  For these customer categories,
transit fare is the most critical attribute.  In addition, college and university students,
whose schedules are irregular and who are often on campus in the evening, place a high
value on service span.
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Table 7.1  Preferences by Customer Category

0=not very important, 4=critically important
Customer Category Total Trip Time Comfort Security Reliability

Long Work Trip, HH Income < $22k 3 1 3 2
Long Work Trip, HH Income $22k - $37k 4 2 3 3
Long Work Trip, HH Income $37k - $51k 4 2 3 3
Long Work Trip, HH Income $51k - $73k 4 4 3 4
Long Work Trip, HH Income $73k - $110k 4 4 3 4
Long Work Trip, HH Income > $110k 4 4 3 4
Short Work Trip, HH Income < $22k 1 0 3 1
Short Work Trip, HH Income $22k - $37k 3 0 3 2
Short Work Trip, HH Income $37k - $51k 3 0 3 2
Short Work Trip, HH Income $51k - $73k 4 1 3 3
Short Work Trip, HH Income $73k - $110k 4 2 3 3
Short Work Trip, HH Income > $110k 4 2 3 3
Long College/University Trip 3 3 2 3
Short College/University Trip 2 0 2 2
Short High School Trip 1 0 1 0

Based on customer preference research by Nelson Nygaard.
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Combining this customer preference information with information on the number of
customers in each category, AC Transit found that 60 to 70 percent of the travelers in the
opportunity market of 115,000 daily trips view total travel time and schedule reliability as very
important (i.e., rated 3 or 4 in Table 7.1).  This result holds regardless of geographic location
in the corridor, with a slightly higher proportion in the northern most portion of the corridor
(see Table 7.2).

These customer preference findings have a direct bearing on the design of transit
alternatives.  The key to satisfying travelers in the opportunity markets – and thereby meeting
the service objectives for the corridor – is making sure the new transit service maximizes
reliability and minimizes travel time.  Designing such a transit service is the topic of the next
section of this report.

Table 7.2  Importance of Travel Time and Reliability by Corridor
Segment

MacArthur/Rockridge BART
to

Jack London District

UC Berkeley
to

 MacArthur/Rockridge BART

City Center
to

Mid Central E Oakland

Mid Central E Oakland
to

Downtown San Leandro

Downtown San Leandro
to

Bay Fair

% of Travelers in Opportunity
Markets that Rank Total Travel Time

and Reliability as Very Important

70%

59%

60%

68%

65%

Based on market analysis by Cambridge Systematics and customer preference research by Nelson
Nygaard.
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8.0 Identify Best Technologies

8.1 Technology Requirements
Based on the discussion in Section 7.0, the key to satisfying existing customers and winning
new customers in the opportunity markets in the Berkeley/Oakland/San Leandro corridor is to
ensure that the new transit service maximizes travel speed and reliability.  The following
technologies are important components in designing such a transit system:

• Special transit lanes along most of the alignment;

• Signal priority and coordination along all of the alignment;

• Vehicles equipped with automatic vehicle location features and centralized monitoring of
schedule adherence;

• Proof-of-payment ticket validation;

• Multiple vehicle doors and level boarding; and

• Real-time vehicle arrival information at stations.

SPECIAL TRANSIT LANES

Special transit lanes provide a way for transit vehicles to travel outside the main flow of
traffic.  These lanes can be completely dedicated to transit or might share traffic with vehicles
turning right or left.  Several segments in the proposed alignments are projected to have
moderate or severe traffic congestion (see Table 8.1).  It is especially important to have
special transit lanes along these segments to provide fast and reliable transit service.
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Table 8.1  Places with Congestion25

City Street From To Congestion
Berkeley College Channing Haste Moderate
Berkeley/Oakland College Haste Hwy 24 Severe
Berkeley Telegraph Bancroft Dwight Moderate
Berkeley/Oakland Telegraph Dwight Hwy 24 Severe
Oakland Telegraph Hwy 24 51st Moderate
San Leandro International/E 14th Durant Dutton Moderate
San Leandro International/E 14th Haas Davis Severe
San Leandro International/E 14th 138th 143rd Moderate
Ashland International/E 14th 155th Ashland Moderate
Ashland International/E 14th 170th Hwy 238 Moderate
Ashland International/E 14th Lewelling Grove Moderate

Based on results from the October 1999 version of the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model.

SIGNAL PRIORITY AND COORDINATION

Signal priority and coordination would allow transit vehicles to travel quickly through
intersections.  There are several segments in the alignment with a large number of traffic
signals (see Table 8.2).  Transit vehicles tend to be delayed at intersections in these
segments without signal priority and coordination.

Table 8.2  Places with More than 10 Traffic Signals per Mile

City Street From To
Traffic Signals 

per Mile
Berkeley Shattuck University Dwight 17.6
Berkeley College Bancroft Dwight 16.2
Berkeley Telegraph Bancroft Derby 15.6
Oakland Telegraph Hwy 24 40th 10.3
Oakland Telegraph 30th Broadway 12.2
Oakland Broadway Grand Embarcadero 14.4
Oakland 14th Broadway Oak 14.2
Oakland 12th Broadway Oak 14.2
Oakland 11th Broadway Oak 14.2
San Leandro E 14th Chumalia Dolores 15.8

Based on field examination by Parsons Transportation Group.

                                               
25 Severe congestion means that the volume to capacity ratio is projected to be greater than 1.0 during

the morning or afternoon peak period in the year 2020.  Moderate congestion means that the
volume to capacity ratio is projected to be between 0.8 and 1.0.  The segments projected to have
congestion in 2020 may not correspond to those with congestion today.
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GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

Equipping transit vehicles with GPS can improve schedule reliability by allowing a central
control center to monitor the location of transit vehicles and manage their schedule
adherence.

PRE-PAID TICKETING

One of the main sources of delay in transit service is the time spent at transit stops boarding
and processing passengers.  This can be greatly expedited by having passengers purchase
their tickets before boarding – much like the system in place on most newer light rail systems
in the United States and Europe.

MULTIPLE DOORS AND LEVEL BOARDING

Another source of delay is the current arrangement of having passengers board through a
single door and climb a set of stairs to enter.  Equipping transit vehicles with several doors
and using boarding platforms at stations so passengers can enter and exit quickly can
significantly speed passenger boarding and alighting.

REAL-TIME VEHICLE ARRIVAL INFORMATION

Providing real-time vehicle arrival information at stations reduces the anxiety and impatience
experienced by passengers using transit.  Though this technology does not actually improve
schedule reliability, it does address some of the negative passenger experiences resulting
from unreliable service.  It also allows passengers to potentially make more efficient use of
their time.  For example, they may buy a cup of coffee if they know they have ten minutes to
wait.

8.2 Vehicle and Operations Technology Options
AC Transit considered several vehicle and operations technology options.  Of these, the
three best able to incorporate the technology requirements listed in Section 8.1 at the lowest
cost are light rail transit, bus rapid transit, and enhancing existing bus service.

The Light Rail Transit (LRT) technology option would be similar to the systems in use today
in San Francisco, San Jose and Sacramento.  Figure 8.1 is a simulation showing what LRT
might look like in this corridor.  Stations would all be significant structures, each with a
boarding platform, shelter, proof-of-payment ticket validation, ticket vending machines,
security features and real-time vehicle arrival information.  Low-floor light rail vehicles would
travel between these stations with traffic signal priority and coordination along the entire
alignment.  A special lane reserved for transit vehicles, separating other traffic from the
tracks, would be provided along most of the alignment.  The transit vehicles could be
standard or narrow width.  Station spacing would be greater than current bus stop spacing.
To provide service to stops without LRT service, a local background bus service would be
included.

The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) technology option would be similar to the LRT option except it
would use low-floor, low or zero-emission, self-propelled buses instead of light rail vehicles.
A system like this is in use today in Orlando; the suburbs south of Miami; parts of Vancouver,
Canada; and Curitiba, Brazil.  Figure 8.2 is a simulation showing what BRT might look like in
this corridor.  Compared to LRT, BRT has substantially lower construction costs because it
does not require laying rails or installing overhead electric wires.  BRT would offer greater
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operating flexibility compared to rail because the vehicles are not constrained to stay within a
guideway over their entire route.  For example, the BRT service could continue south beyond
Bay Fair BART or north beyond downtown Berkeley on regular city streets.  Station spacing
would be greater than current bus stop spacing.  To provide service to stops without BRT
service, a local background bus service would be included.

The Enhanced Bus technology option would be a lower-cost option than either the LRT or
BRT options.  This service would be similar to the Los Angeles Metro Rapid.  Like BRT, it
uses low-floor, low or zero-emission buses and has signal priority and coordination along the
entire alignment.  To reduce costs, the Enhanced Bus service would operate in mixed-flow
traffic except in a few congested segments where peak period transit lanes or “queue jump”
lanes would be provided.  For study purposes, this option would have limited amenities at
stops, with no boarding platforms or proof-of-payment ticket validation,26 and shelter and
real-time bus arrival information only at selected stops.

LRT offers a smoother and quieter ride than BRT or Enhanced Bus.  It also has higher
capacity per vehicle.27  Because of the presence of a physical guideway, LRT can provide its
users a sense of certainty about where the vehicle is going.  Also, LRT can provide a sense
of permanency, a reassurance that the service will not be terminated or redirected to another
street.  These last two features, however, can be replicated to a large extent in BRT by
designing this system carefully.  BRT and Enhanced Bus are more flexible than LRT
because they are not constrained to operate on a fixed guideway.  This offers the possibility
of continuing service to places outside of the corridor without having to construct additional
infrastructure.

                                               
26 The Enhanced Bus option studied did not include proof-of-payment ticket validation.  Subsequent to

the MIS, AC Transit began planning for a proof-of-payment pilot demonstration in the San Pablo
Avenue Enhanced Bus corridor.  The BRT system adopted as the MIS locally preferred alternative
would be implemented in phases, with elements of the Enhanced Bus program implemented first,
including new vehicles, traffic signal priority and proof-of-payment ticket validation.

27 A typical LRT vehicle can seat 60-75 passengers and accommodate an equivalent number of
standees.  An articulated bus can seat about 60 passengers and accommodate about 20 standees.
A standard bus can seat about 40 passengers and accommodate about 15 standees.
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Figure 8.1  Simulations of Light Rail Transit

On Broadway near Oakland City Center

On Telegraph Avenue near Alcatraz Avenue
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Figure 8.2  Simulations of Bus Rapid Transit

On Broadway near 7th Street in downtown Oakland

On East 14th Street near Estudillo Avenue in downtown San Leandro
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AC Transit considered several vehicle and operations technology options other than LRT,
BRT and Enhanced Bus, but these were dropped from further consideration for several
reasons.

Electric trolley buses are buses using electric rather than diesel motors, but require
overhead wires to supply electricity.  Electric trolley buses once had significantly lower
emissions than standard buses.  However, new technology, alternative fuel buses have
substantially reduced this advantage.  Electric trolley buses offer superior performance on
hills; however, this is not an issue in this corridor.  Electric trolley buses are also much
quieter than standard buses.  On the downside, electric trolley buses cost more than
standard buses and their overhead wires are expensive and unsightly.  AC Transit believes
that these disadvantages outweigh the advantages of quieter operation, slightly lower
operating costs and somewhat better acceleration than standard buses.

Optically-guided buses (“tram-on-tires”), such as the Civis proposed for use in Las Vegas
and Eugene, Oregon, are rubber-tired vehicles that can operate on regular pavement but
have an optical guidance system that allows them to follow a painted “trackway”, thus
mimicking LRT.  While this technology offers a somewhat smoother ride than standard buses
and has some of the features of LRT, its cost per vehicle is close to that for LRT.  AC Transit
may consider advanced guidance buses as a future option for BRT-type service, but they are
not included in the District’s near-term procurement program.

Electric bus and light rail with in-street electrical pickup are similar to electric trolley
buses and light rail, but obtain power through an in-street supply rather than overhead wires.
Because these technologies are still under development and have no experience in revenue
service, AC Transit chose not to consider them for this corridor.

Heavy rail such as BART has a very high capital cost.  Heavy rail must be grade separated,
either in an aerial or underground structure or in an exclusive surface right-of-way, to avoid
motorized and non-motorized traffic conflicts.  Its benefits of very high speed and high
capacity, but wide stop spacing, are not appropriate for the travel markets AC Transit and its
partner cities are targeting in this corridor.  In addition, building a heavy rail system in the
corridor would in large part overlap the existing BART system.

Monorail, suspended light rail, people-mover and personal rapid transit also have very
high capital costs.  Like heavy rail, these technologies require a completely grade-separated
guideway over the length of the corridor.  Building such a guideway is very expensive, would
likely result in extensive residential and commercial displacements, and would cause
substantial construction disruption.  These technologies are also not proven for line-haul
urban operations such as required in this corridor.

Maglev is an unproven technology and would have a very high capital cost because of its
need for a completely grade-separated guideway over the length of the corridor.  Maglev’s
advantage of very high-speed is not necessary for this corridor.  Station spacing on the order
of miles is required to attain high travel speeds.

Diesel multiple units are self-propelled rail vehicles similar to LRT but use diesel rather
than electric motors.  While able to offer LRT-like service without overhead wires, the diesel
multiple units available on the market today are fairly noisy, have relatively high emissions
and have a large turning radius.  All of these reasons make them unsuitable for in-street
operations in a dense urban area.
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The choice of alignment options and the discussion of the vehicle/operations technology
options so far address service objectives 1, 2 and 5 (see Section 4.0 for a listing of service
objectives).  To address the remaining service objectives, all the transportation alternatives
would be designed to provide frequent, secure, clean, comfortable, environmentally friendly,
easy to enter and exit transit service.
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9.0 Design Transportation Alternatives
This section is a synthesis of the analysis presented in the previous sections of this report.
The design of each transportation alternative is based on the service objectives, market
opportunities, customer preferences and available technologies.

AC Transit and its partner cities of Berkeley, Oakland and San Leandro chose to focus
further detailed evaluation on two northern alignment options, two downtown Oakland
alignment options and three vehicle/operations technology options.  Combining all of these
options gives a total of twelve transportation alternatives (see Table 9.1).28 Under all
alternatives, the alignment extends from downtown Berkeley to Bay Fair Mall/BART and uses
International Boulevard/East 14th Street in the southern portion of the corridor.

Table 9.1  Transportation Alternatives for Further Evaluation

Northern
Alignment

1 Telegraph

2 Telegraph

3

4 College/Broadway

5

6

Southern Alignment

International/E 14th

Telegraph

College/Broadway

College/Broadway

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

Downtown Oakland
Alignment

Jack London Service

7 Telegraph

8 Telegraph

9

10 College/Broadway

11

12

International/E 14th

Telegraph

College/Broadway

College/Broadway

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

International/E 14th

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Jack London Service

N-S Through Service

Vehicle and Operations
Technology

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Enhanced Bus

The two alignment options chosen for further evaluation in the northern portion of the corridor
were Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/Broadway (see Figure 1.2).  Both alignment

                                               
28 During the development of alternatives portion of the study, two alignment options were identified

for further evaluation in the downtown Oakland portion of the corridor:  Jack London Service and
North-South Through Service.  Early in the evaluation of alternatives portion of the study, AC Transit
and its partner cities determined that the operational details for getting through downtown Oakland,
such as which exact streets to use and how the transfers should work, should be dealt with in a
future Phase II study.  As a result of this determination, the downtown Oakland alignment options
were dropped from detailed evaluation, reducing the number of alternatives evaluated in detail to
six.
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options start in downtown Berkeley, proceed south on Shattuck Avenue and then turn onto
the Durant Avenue/Bancroft Way one-way couplet.  The Telegraph Avenue option follows
Telegraph Avenue to downtown Oakland, with a possible deviation into the MacArthur BART
station.  The College Avenue/Broadway option follows College Avenue, then Broadway to
reach downtown Oakland.  For BRT or LRT, a special transit lane would be provided on the
portions of the alignment on Shattuck Avenue, Telegraph Avenue, Broadway north of Grand,
and a small portion of College Avenue between Claremont and Route 24.  The rest of
College Avenue is too narrow for a special transit lane to be practical.

College Avenue/Broadway would provide the best service to major employment and
educational centers.  However, providing fast, reliable transit service on this alignment would
likely create serious environmental impacts.  Telegraph Avenue also meets the service
objectives, but with fewer environmental and neighborhood impacts than College Avenue/
Broadway.  An alignment on Shattuck Avenue does a relatively poor job of meeting the
service objectives since it closely parallels existing BART service and thus connects places
that are already well-served by transit.

In downtown Oakland, Jack London Service would provide better service to the Jack London
District and the Oakland Amtrak/Capitol Corridor train station (see Figure 1.3).  By
comparison, North-South Through Service would provide better service to those travelers
going between the southern and northern portions of the corridor (see Figure 1.4).  Both
options were carried forward for further evaluation.

In the southern portion of the corridor, International Boulevard/East 14th Street performs best
in meeting the service objectives agreed to by AC Transit and its partner cities (see Figure
1.5).  Compared to alignments along Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue and San Leandro
Boulevard, it would provide the best combination of access to major employment and
educational centers, connections with other transit and support for transit-oriented
development.  The fairly dense retail and commercial development along the International
Boulevard/East 14th Street alignment makes it more supportive of transit service than the
residential development along Foothill Boulevard/Bancroft Avenue or the light industrial
development along San Leandro Boulevard.  Both Oakland and San Leandro consider
International Boulevard/East 14th Street the best option for the southern portion of the
corridor.  Both cities are focusing their planning and economic development efforts on this
alignment.

The southern alignment would proceed southeast out of downtown Oakland on some subset
of streets between 10th and 14th Streets, to be determined in a future Phase II study.  The
alignment would follow International Boulevard and East 14th Street through Oakland and
San Leandro, with a possible deviation into the San Leandro BART station.  The alignment
would proceed through the Bay Fair Mall complex and terminate at the Bay Fair BART
station.  For BRT or LRT, a special transit lane would be provided along International
Boulevard/East 14th Street, with the exception of East 14th Street through downtown San
Leandro where the roadway is too narrow for this to be practical.

AC Transit considered a wide range of vehicle and operations options.  Of these, the three
that best meet the customer requirements of fast, reliable service at the lowest cost are light
rail transit, bus rapid transit, and enhancing existing bus service.

The Light Rail Transit (LRT) technology option would be similar to the systems in use today
in San Francisco, San Jose and Sacramento (see Figure 8.1 for simulations).  Stations would
all be significant structures, each with a boarding platform, shelter, proof-of-payment ticket
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validation, ticket vending machines, security features and real-time vehicle arrival
information.  Low-floor light rail vehicles would travel between these stations with traffic
signal priority and coordination along the entire alignment.  A special lane reserved for transit
vehicles, separating other traffic from the tracks, would be provided along most of the
alignment.

The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) technology option would be similar to the LRT option except it
would use low-floor, low or zero-emission, self-propelled buses instead of light rail vehicles
(see Figure 8.2 for simulations).  A system like this is in use today in Orlando; the suburbs
south of Miami; parts of Vancouver, Canada; and Curitiba, Brazil.  Compared to LRT, BRT
has substantially lower construction costs because it does not require laying rails or installing
overhead electric wires.  BRT would offer greater operating flexibility compared to rail
because the vehicles are not constrained to stay within a guideway over their entire route.

The Enhanced Bus technology option would be a lower-cost option than either the LRT or
BRT options.  This service would be similar to the Los Angeles Metro Rapid.  Like BRT, it
uses low-floor, low or zero-emission buses and has signal priority and coordination along the
entire alignment.  To reduce costs, the Enhanced Bus service would operate in mixed-flow
traffic except in a few congested segments where peak period transit lanes or “queue jump”
lanes would be provided.  For study purposes, this option would have limited amenities at
stops, with no boarding platforms or proof-of-payment ticket validation,26 and shelter and
real-time bus arrival information only at selected stops.

9.1 Approval of Alternatives
On 20 September 2000, the Policy Steering Committee recommended the twelve
transportation alternatives described above for further evaluation.  The AC Transit Board of
Directors subsequently approved this recommendation on 19 October 2000.  A thorough
ridership, engineering, environmental, and financial analysis was conducted on these
alternatives to identify the best among them.28  This is the subject of Volume 3 of the Final
Report for this project, Evaluation of Alternatives.
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10.0 Community Input
AC Transit and its partner cities of Berkeley, Oakland and San Leandro gathered input from
the community throughout the process of developing alternatives.  Leaders of neighborhood
associations, community businesses, community-based organizations, transportation issue
organizations, local educational and medical institutions, ethnic communities and the general
public were asked for their input on the following key questions:

1. Are the service objectives identified for the project the right ones?

2. Are the alignments selected for further evaluation in the northern portion of the corridor
appropriate given market conditions?

3. Are the alignments selected for further evaluation in the downtown Oakland portion of the
corridor appropriate given market conditions?

4. Are the alignments selected for further evaluation in the southern portion of the corridor
appropriate given market conditions?

5. Are the vehicle and operations technology options selected for further evaluation the right
ones given customer preferences?

Input on these five questions was gathered by several means:

• Public Meetings.  Over the course of the MIS, seven meetings open to the general
public were held to gather input.29  Of these, the first four were held during the process of
developing alternatives.  To publicize these meetings, AC Transit mailed fliers to over
6,000 people, made over 1,000 follow-up telephone calls, placed advertisements in local
newspapers and put announcements in AC Transit buses.  Summaries of these meetings
are in the Technical Appendix.

• Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meetings.  The CAC is composed of leaders
of community-based organizations in Berkeley, Oakland and San Leandro.  Three
meetings of this committee were held as part of the MIS.30  The first two meetings were
during the process of developing alternatives.

• Presentations to Community-Based Organizations.  AC Transit made presentations
at 15 meetings of community-based organizations to solicit feedback.

• Stakeholder Interviews.  AC Transit conducted 40 one-on-one interviews with leaders of
key organizations in the corridor.  A summary of these interviews and a list of people
interviewed are in the Technical Appendix.

• Comment Cards.  These were included in meeting announcements and project
newsletters and were available at all public meetings.

                                               
29 Meetings were held 25 January 2000 in San Leandro, 27 January 2000 in Oakland, 2 February

2000 in Berkeley, 12 September 2000 in Oakland, 21 March 2001 in San Leandro, 22 March 2001
in Berkeley, and 29 March 2001 in Oakland.

30 The CAC met 23 September 1999; 24 August 2000, and 14 March 2001.
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• Telephone and Email Hotline.  AC Transit made telephone and email hotlines available
to the general public for comments.

The following five subsections discuss the input AC Transit and its partner cities received on
the above five key questions.  For community input received on the evaluation and
identification of a recommended alternative, see Final Report Volume 3: Evaluation of
Alternatives, Section 8.

10.1 Service Objectives
AC Transit and its partner cities modified the service objectives for the project to incorporate
several community suggestions.  These suggestions fell into several major themes:

• Improve transit service to employment hubs, welfare-to-work centers, schools, existing
and new residential developments, shopping and commercial centers and senior centers;

• Improve and better coordinate services to other transit services at local and regional
transit hubs;

• Improve the reliability, consistency and speed of transit service;

• Enhance service quality, including improving driver courtesy; the convenience, comfort
and security of transit stops and vehicles; ease of purchasing tickets and transfers; ease
of entry and exit, especially for wheelchair users and seniors; and accommodations for
bicycles;

• Improve communication of transit information to transit users, particularly information on
schedules and expected wait time;

• Expand transit service during off-peak hours, evenings and weekends;

• Incorporate east-west feeder links into the new corridor service; and

• Reduce transit vehicle emissions and noise.

In addition to the above, suggestions were made to expand the definition of the corridor.
These suggestions included Alameda, West Berkeley, Emeryville, West Oakland, West San
Leandro, Hayward, Fremont, Oakland Airport, and MacArthur Boulevard.

10.2 Northern Corridor Alignment
Community feedback generally confirmed that the Telegraph Avenue and College Avenue/
Broadway alignments were the two best for the northern portion of the corridor and should
thus be carried forward for further evaluation.  Both were considered viable alternatives due
to current employment and transit needs along those alignments.  Telegraph Avenue was
seen as able to support future development, provide good connections with other bus lines,
serve a diverse population, and serve major employment centers on this street.  College
Avenue/Broadway was seen as able to serve the dense retail and commercial centers on
those streets and provide a good connection with Rockridge BART station.
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Some expressed a desire to consider an alignment that begins in the north on Telegraph
Avenue and then crosses over to Broadway on 40th Street or 51st Street.  As a result of this
suggestion, AC Transit did study such an alignment (see Section 6.1).

Concern was expressed that AC Transit and its partner cities should not consider alignments
that duplicate existing BART service (i.e., not Shattuck Avenue).

10.3 Downtown Oakland Alignment
People generally expressed a desire to see service include the Jack London District.  The
Jack London Service alignment (see Section 6.2) was seen as providing a T-system that
would allow future extensions to West Oakland and possibly Alameda.  Some asked AC
Transit to consider serving the Jack London District with a “loop” alignment that proceeds
from the north down Broadway to Jack London Square, turns east toward the Oakland
Amtrak/Capitol Corridor Station, and then returns back to International Boulevard/East 14th

Street along Oak Street.  A concern was raised that long transit routes like the North-South
Through Service alignment are hard to make reliable.

10.4 Southern Corridor Alignment
Most of the community feedback supported focusing on the International Boulevard/East 14th

Street alignment for the southern portion of the corridor.  International Boulevard/East 14th

Street was seen the commercial core for much of East Oakland and San Leandro and thus
the logical choice for a major new transit service.  New transit service would support
redevelopment efforts and existing neighborhood businesses along International Boulevard
and East 14th Street.

Unlike an alignment on San Leandro Boulevard, using International Boulevard/East 14th

Street was viewed as not competing with existing BART service.

10.5 Vehicle and Operations Technology
Several people expressed support for LRT.  A significant number, though less than for LRT,
supported BRT and Enhanced Bus.  LRT was seen as providing a more modern image, a
smoother ride, and best able to attract new riders.  A concern was raised that should LRT be
chosen, the technology be compatible with existing LRT in Santa Clara County and San
Francisco.  BRT was seen as more flexible than LRT.  Some expressed a desire to simply
see more frequent and expanded bus service.  These people generally supported Enhanced
Bus.  A few suggested including tram-on-tires for further evaluation.31  Others felt that using
historic streetcars, especially in the Jack London District, should be considered.

                                               
31 See the discussion of optically-guided buses in Section 8.2 for more information.
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